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Chapter 1

Cold and hot atomic vapors: a testbed for astrophysics?

Q. Baudouin, W. Guerin, and R. Kaiser

Institut Non Linéaire de Nice,
CNRS and Université Nice Sophia-Antipolis,

1361 route des Lucioles, 06560 Valbonne, France

Atomic physics experiments, based on hot vapors or laser-cooled atomic
samples, may be useful to simulate some astrophysical problems, where
radiation pressure, radiative transport or light amplification are involved.
We discuss several experiments and proposals, dealing with multiple-
scattering of light in hot and cold atomic vapors, random lasing in cold
atoms and light-induced long-range forces, which may be relevant in this
context.

1. Introduction

In the last two decades, the development of laser cooling of atoms and its

subsequent use for generating degenerate quantum gases of dilute atomic va-

pors has already seen a number of applications, ranging from high-precision

atomic clocks to fundamental studies related to condensed matter and quan-

tum information technology.1 All these applications are subject of intense

research by numerous groups and are widely discussed in the literature.

In this chapter, we would like to point out the possible applications of

cold-atom experiments and, more generally, of atomic-physics experiments,

to another field, astrophysics. As a matter of fact, atomic physics has a

century-long tradition of contributing to the knowledge and understanding

of the universe by its contributions to understanding the atomic structure

and to spectroscopy. It seems however that in the last decades, part of

the atomic-physics community has lost most of its links with astrophysics.

Here, we discuss some possible links between astrophysical problems or

situations and modern atomic-physics experiments, especially with cold

atoms.

1
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The most obvious link between astrophysics and cold-atom physics is

probably the concept of radiation pressure. This force exerted by light is

the basic tool for laser cooling and trapping of neutral atoms.2 Besides

the explanation given by Kepler for the tail of comets, radiation pressure

is also one fundamental ingredient in stellar physics: light coming from the

inside of stars contributes to counterbalance gravity and thus to prevent

stars from collapsing. Interestingly, the same kind of equilibrium is at

play in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) as soon as the number of atoms

becomes large: as discussed in more detail later, the MOT size is governed

by the balance between the trapping force (induced by radiation pressure

from external laser beams) and the repulsive force induced by radiation

pressure from light scattered from inside the sample. To be more precise,

in both cases (stars and MOT), light inside the medium is in the multiple

scattering regime, which is another unifying concept between astrophysics

and cold atoms.

In astronomy, the systems are so huge in size (and also sometimes very

dense) that the probability for light to cross the medium without being

scattered is often very low: the medium is said to be opaque, its “opti-

cal thickness” to be large. For a cold-atom cloud, the density is very low

and the sample is small, but this is compensated by strong resonances,

which are not broadened by Doppler effects. The medium is also opaque,

but only for a very narrow range of light frequency. In laboratory hot va-

por, the Doppler effect weakens the transitions but it is easy to recover

a large optical thickness by increasing the density. Thus, phenomena re-

lated to multiple scattering of light in stellar gases can be experimentally

investigated in atomic-physics experiments, often with different orders of

magnitude but usually in a simpler situation and with well-controlled and

tunable parameters. This is relevant because the way astronomers obtain

information about the universe is to detect light (or, more generally, elec-

tromagnetic waves). If the radiation has undergone multiple scattering, the

original information may be blurred, and a precise understanding or simula-

tion of the multiple-scattering process is necessary to access the interesting

physical quantities. Laboratory experiments can thus serve as a testbed

to compare the simulations with experiments. Furthermore, experiments

can provide new ideas, either for new observed phenomena that could be

searched for in space, or for novel detection techniques.

Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to discuss several experiments

involving multiple scattering of light in cold or hot atomic vapors, which

we think may be interesting from an astrophysical point of view. Our
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presentation is organized in three main parts. In the next section, we

present experiments on light diffusion in cold atoms, demonstrating radi-

ation trapping, and in hot vapors, showing that the Doppler effect makes

light transport superdiffusive, with the occurrence of Lévy flights. In Sec. 3,

we discuss the amplification of light by atomic vapors, which happens also in

space,3 and an experiment combining light amplification and multiple scat-

tering, leading to a so-called “random laser”. Finally, in Sec. 4, we discuss

some mechanical aspects of multiple scattering in cold atoms, which creates

long-range forces between atoms, with interesting analogies to astrophysi-

cal systems. Note that cold atoms are especially appropriate for studying

phenomena involving light-induced forces because they are sensitive to very

small forces. On the contrary, for phenomena involving the Doppler effect,

frequency redistribution or collisions between gases of different species, hot

atoms are more appropriate.

2. Light transport in atomic vapors

A diffusion equation for the propagation of light has been used as early as

1922 by Compton to describe the transport of light in an atomic vapor.4,5

Soon afterwards, however, pioneering experiments by Zemansky on the de-

cay of the fluorescence emitted by an initially excited mercury vapor have

shown a deviation from the prediction of such a diffusion model.6 It was

then realized by Kenty that the frequency shift induced by scattering in a

Doppler-broadened medium leads to lower excitation probabilities for pho-

tons with frequencies far from the center of the atomic resonance.7 Indeed

photons far from the atomic resonance can propagate over larger distances

and the escape from a finite-size system cannot be described with a dif-

fusion equation. Later, Holstein proposed an integro-differential equation

to describe the transport of light taking into account the step-length dis-

tribution of the photons.8 For photons at fixed frequency, this step-length

distribution is an exponentially decreasing function, with well-defined mean

free path and higher moments. For the diffusion model to fail, a divergence

of the second moment of the step-length distribution is required. Kenty

and Holstein showed that if the frequency of the photons inside the atomic

vapor follows a gaussian distribution (motivated by the gaussian velocity

distribution of the atoms) the step-length distribution of the photons has

a divergent second moment, consistent with the observations of Zemansky.

A similar model was developed independently a few years later in the

context of astrophysics to describe the radiative transfer in stellar atmo-
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spheres out of local thermal equilibrium.9–11

In this section, we investigate the case of light scattering in atomic

vapors. In cold atoms, frequency redistribution can be neglected in most

situations and light transport can be described by a diffusion equation. On

the contrary, in room-temperature (“hot”) vapors, frequency redistribution

changes drastically the transport properties.

2.1. Resonant scattering in cold atoms

Some basics of multiple scattering in cold atoms can be found in12 and

some more evolved theoretical concepts in.13,14 For this section, we only

need to consider the atoms as point-like dipoles. Then, for a two-level atom

probed by a weak, monochromatic laser, the elastic scattering cross-section

is given by

σsc(δ) =
σ0

1 + 4δ2/Γ2
, (1)

where δ is the detuning between the incident light and the atomic transition,

Γ is the linewidth of the transition, and σ0 = 6π/k20 = 3λ2/2π is the on-

resonance scattering cross-section, with λ = 2π/k0 the wavelength of the

transition a. All experiments discussed in this chapter have been performed

with rubidium, with λ = 780 nm (D2 line) and Γ/2π = 6.1 MHz. Another

important quantity is the mean-free-path ℓsc between two scattering events,

given by

ℓsc =
1

ρσsc
, (2)

where ρ is the atomic density. Still considering only a weak probe beam and

no external pump laser, there is no inelastic scattering nor absorption or

amplification. The attenuation of the beam propagating in the medium is

thus only due to elastic scattering, and the transmission T in a homogeneous

sample of length L is given by

T = e−ρσscL = e−L/ℓsc . (3)

The quantity b = ρσscL = L/ℓsc is called the optical thickness and quanti-

fies how much the medium is opaque, or diffusive. Typically, when b ≫ 1,

i.e. L ≫ ℓsc, light is in the multiple-scattering regime. Obviously, a similar

relation as Eq. (1) holds also for the optical thickness, and we often use the
aNote that for a scalar model, the scattering cross section is given by σ0 = λ2/π.
When taking into account the polarization of the light, one has the well known relation
σ0 = 3λ2/2π.
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on-resonance optical thickness b0 = ρσ0L of the optical cloud to charac-

terize the diffusive power or the “size” of our sample. Equation (1) shows

immediately an important advantage of working with cold atoms, namely

the ability to change the scattering cross-section by simply detuning the

probe laser from a few megahertz. In particular, it allows us to measure

the on-resonance optical thickness from a transmission spectrum even if

this optical thickness is very high.15

2.2. Normal diffusion in cold atoms

Random walk of particles in a disordered medium is often well described

by a diffusion equation, characterized by a linear increase in time of the

mean square displacement of the particles: ⟨r2⟩ = Dt, with D the diffusion

coefficient. One assumption for the diffusion equation to hold is that the

size ℓ of each step of the random walk follows a probability distribution P (ℓ)

with a finite second moment ⟨ℓ2⟩, allowing the application of the central

limit theorem.

Considering photons undergoing only elastic scattering off atoms at rest,

the distribution of the step length between two scattering events is expo-

nential, i.e.,

P (ℓ) ∝ e−ℓ/ℓsc , (4)

where ℓsc is the mean free path, as defined above. The condition to apply

the central limit theorem is fulfilled and, after a large number of steps, the

light-intensity (or energy density) distribution in the medium converges

towards a Gaussian distribution whose width increases linearly with the

square root of time. This process is described by the diffusion equation

(without source nor absorption/amplification in the medium)

∂W (r, t)

∂t
= D∇2W (r, t), (5)

whereW is the energy density, v is the transport velocity inside the medium,

and D is the diffusion coefficient given by

D =
v ℓt
3

, (6)

with ℓt the transport length. The transport length is related to the mean

free path by

ℓt =
ℓsc

1− ⟨cos θ⟩
, (7)
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where ⟨cos θ⟩ is the average cosine of the scattering angle. Since we will

consider only Rayleigh scattering in the following, we take ⟨cos θ⟩ = 0 and

ℓt = ℓsc.

2.2.1. Diffuse transmission and reflection

A first characterization of light diffusion in cold atoms can be obtained in

a static experiment, by measuring the diffuse transmission and reflection,15

see Fig. 1. It shows in particular that the diffuse transmission decreases

much more slowly than the exponential attenuation of the ballistic (or co-

herent) beam, as expected from the diffusion equation.16 This can have

practical consequences when one needs to evaluate the light reaching the

edges of the cloud, e.g., for imaging purposes. The dominant contribution

can be the diffuse transmission, which thus should not be neglected. In this

experiment, the optical thickness is changed by detuning the probe laser,

illustrating the advantage of having a narrow resonance.
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Fig. 1. Left: Experimental scheme for measuring diffuse transmission and reflection.
A small collimated laser beam is sent onto a cold-atom cloud. Three detectors measure

the ballistic intensity, the diffuse reflection and the diffuse transmission. Right: the
ballistic transmission (black circles) follows a Beer-Lambert law (exponential decrease).
The diffused reflection (black stars) increases with the optical thickness. The diffused
transmission (white circles) is not monotonic with the optical thickness. For large optical

thickness b it evolves as 1/b. Adapted from.15

2.2.2. Radiation trapping with two-level atoms

Another experimental situation probing multiple scattering of light con-

sists in a time-dependant detection of the scattered light (see Fig. 2).8,17

Such radiation trapping in cold atoms has been first demonstrated in,18

where decay times of atomic fluorescence beyond the lifetime of the excited
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Fig. 2. Left: Experimental scheme for observing radiation trapping. A small collimated
laser beam is sent onto a cold-atom cloud. A photomultiplier (PM) records the fluores-
cence signal. At time t = 0, the laser is switched off. Right: Temporal trace of the

decreasing fluorescence (a), and the corresponding time constants as a function of the
optical thickness (b). Adapted from.19

state for single atom scattering has been observed with increasing optical

thickness.

In Ref.,19 we have shown that the transport time τ , which is the sum

of the scattering time at each atom tsc and propagation time between two

scattering events tprop, is independent of the laser detuning, as previously

predicted13 for scattering using narrow resonances. Note that this result

is in contrast to the result of non resonant scattering, where the energy

velocity of the light is constant. For cold atoms, the time between two

successive scattering events is constant independent of the atomic density

and thus of the average distance between scattering events.

This result can be used to obtain scaling laws for radiation trapping in

cold atomic vapors. As |kv| ≪ Γ, one typically neglects frequency redistri-

bution during multiple scattering and one can thus assume a random walk

of photons before radiation escapes the atomic system. For a Gaussian

random walk, we have
⟨
r2
⟩
= Dt. The average number of scattering events

for transmitted photons is the ratio between the time spent in the system

and the scattering time :

⟨Nsc⟩ =
t

τ
=

⟨
r2
⟩

Dτ
, (8)

with D = ℓ2sc/(3τ). When
√
⟨r2⟩ ∼ L = bℓsc, the radiation can escape the

system, leading to ⟨Nsc⟩ ∼ 3b2. Radiation trapping times are thus expected

to scale as b2. However, as shown in,20 the finite, non zero, temperature of
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laser-cooled atoms leads to a reduction of the trapping time, an indication

that the Doppler effect is not completely negligible.20,21 As we will show

below, for hot atomic vapors (|kv| ≫ Γ), the more important frequency re-

distribution leads to a novel regime of multiple scattering of light, described

as Lévy flights.

2.2.3. Radiation trapping with multilevel atoms

In the experiments above, the atom laser detuning has been chosen such

that a closed atomic transition is excited, making a description of light

scattering by two-level atoms an excellent approximation (despite the more

complex Zeeman substructure of these states22–24). Neglecting interference

effects (considered not to be dominant, except for specific cases such as

coherent backscattering25 or for photon localization26,27), one can model

radiation trapping by a transport equation of light coupled to equations for

the atomic degrees of freedom. The simplest model for the atomic evolu-

tion is a set of rate equations for atoms and a diffusion equation for the

light transport. Alternatively, one can use a more precise radiation trans-

fer equation (RTE) to describe incoherent propagation of light including

lower scattering orders and optical Bloch equations (OBE) for the atomic

evolution.

Radiation trapping in atomic vapors is an important feature in many

astrophysical situations. However, in this context, one rarely is in the pres-

ence of the required excitation spectra for closed atomic transitions to be

excited. It is thus important to understand to what extent open transitions

alter radiation trapping of light in atomic vapors. In recent experiments,

we have extended our study of radiation trapping in a collection of cold

atoms to open transitions, including four atomic levels (two ground states

and two excited states), excited by two separate lasers.28 In this config-

uration, each transition is driven by one laser and can be considered as a

two-level subsystem. The two subsystems are then coupled to each other

via spontaneous emission and by the trapped radiation.

In this experiment we have specifically studied the fluorescence of the

atomic cloud as a function of the optical thickness. Keeping the number of

atoms constant, any increase of the fluorescence of the cloud when changing

the optical thickness is a collective effect and not merely the sum of N in-

dependent atoms. In this setup we have obtained atomic clouds with up to

1010 atoms and an optical thickness between 20 and 75. We illuminate the

sample with two beams, called pump and repumper (Fig. 3(a)). The scat-
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Fig. 3. Radiation trapping with multilevel atoms. (a) Scheme of the atomic levels and
lasers. (b) Detected fluorescence around the |2⟩ → |2′⟩ transition for different optical
thickness. (c) Corresponding numerical simulation. (d) Amplitude of the fluorescence

resonance as a function of the optical thickness. (e) Corresponding numerical simulation.
Adapted from.28

tering of the pump produced photons coupling the “two two-level systems”.

If the pump is tuned close to the F = 3 → F ′ = 2 resonance, the scattered

light on the F ′ = 2 → F = 2 line can be multiply scattered due to the large

optical thickness. This trapped radiation will change the population ratio

of the two ground states and so it will change the fluorescence emitted by

the cloud, as scattering rates are not identical for atoms in the two ground

states. An intuitive explanation for the impact of radiation trapping in this

situation is to consider the trapped radiation as an additional repumper,

shuffling the atoms into the F = 3 hyperfine level. The steady state popula-

tion is thus affected compared to the independent-atom case (with only an

external laser repumping atoms back into F = 3) leading to a subsequent

modification of scattering by the pump laser.

Using rate equations for the atomic evolution with two external lasers

and an incoherent pump for the trapped radiation, we can compute the

steady state populations of the various atomic levels and the emitted light

from the cloud, reproducing remarkably well the experimental results (see

Fig. 3). Using rate equations for the atomic evolution obviously neglects in-

terference effects such as electro-magnetically induced transparency (EIT).

Usually such EIT features are observed when two external lasers excite a

common excited state. In our situation, self-induced EIT might appear

when the radiation trapping acts as the second coherent excitation to a
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Fig. 4. Fluorescence of the cloud for small (red line) and large (blue line) optical thick-
ness as a function of the pump detuning (see Fig. 3). Here the optical thickness is
varied by changing the repumper intensity and keeping the pump intensity constant.

The central dip at high optical thickness might be due to electromagnetically-induced
transparency induced by the light trapped in the cloud by multiple scattering.

common atomic level in the excited state. In contrast to typical EIT ex-

periments, where a pump laser frequency is kept fixed as a probe laser

frequency is scanned across the two-photon resonance condition, in our ex-

periment, the probe laser is self-generated and stays close to the two-photon

resonance. Using a lower pump intensity than in28 we have observed fea-

tures unexplained by our rate equation model (Fig. 4), which might be

explained by self-induced EIT, but a more precise analysis also taking into

account diffuse forward and backward scattering is required. We speculate

that such coherent features induced by radiation trapping can also occur

in astrophysical systems, in the absence of two independent coherent laser

excitations.

2.3. Lévy flights in hot atomic vapors

When the step-size distribution P (ℓ) is not exponential but follows an

asymptotic power law P (ℓ) ∼ 1/ℓα, the moments of the distributions can

become infinite. It has been long established that for α < 3, the average

square displacement is governed by rare but large steps29 (Fig. 5). Such a

class of random walk is called Lévy flights, corresponding to a superdiffusive

behavior, where ⟨r2⟩ = Dtγ , with γ > 1. The broad range of applications

of Lévy flights includes biology, economics, finance, catastrophe manage-

ment and resonance fluorescence in astrophysical systems and atomic va-
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pors.30–33 Large (non Gaussian) fluctuations also play a fundamental role

in many physical situations, in particular around phase transitions, which

has triggered considerable efforts to understand universal features of such

phenomena.34,35

With light, superdiffusive behavior has been studied recently in engi-

neered optical material,36 but it has also been known for a long time to

occur in the context of radiation trapping in hot atomic vapors. Because

this phenomenon occurs in many different systems, ranging from stars37

to dense atomic vapors17 such as gas lasers, discharges and hot plasmas,

this field has been subject to intense studies for many decades, including

seminal work by Holstein.8 It has been realized very early7 that frequency

redistribution has a profound impact on the multiple scattering features of

light.

The system that we have considered is a room-temperature vapor of

rubidium. In this system, the important Doppler shifts lead to frequency

redistribution at the origin of Lévy flights. Here will will describe two

experimental protocols we have implemented to characterize these Lévy
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flights.

2.3.1. Qualitative analysis

The description of multiple scattering of light in hot atomic vapors result-

ing in Lévy flights can be obtained using different assumptions.8,17,38 An

intuitive description of how Lévy flights can appear in inelastic scattering

is to realize that for each frequency component, the scattering cross section

σ(ω) can be associated to a scattering mean free path ℓsc(ω) and a corre-

sponding exponential distribution for the distance ℓ how far such a photon

will propagate before scattering:

P (ℓ, ω) =
1

ℓsc(ω)
e−

ℓ
ℓsc(ω) . (9)

If the frequency spectrum of the light propagating in the atomic vapor

is monochromatic (as it is to a good approximation for cold atoms), the

step size distribution is an exponential and both the mean free path and the

second moment of the step size distribution ⟨ℓ2⟩ are finite. The central limit

theorem thus applies and one can describe the multiple scattering process by

a diffusion equation. However, when the frequency spectrum Θ(ω) is broad,

such that there is a strong variation of the decay length ℓsc(ω), then the

step size distribution averaged over the frequencies can significantly differ

from an exponential and correspond to a power law. One can summarize

this effect by saying that it is possible to have ⟨f(ω)e−x(ω)⟩ω ∼ 1/xα with

the appropriate f(ω).

More rigorous descriptions of this effect can be given. A first approach

consists in using a radiative transfer model, including in the absorption

cross section the natural (homogeneous) linewidth of the atomic transition

and the frequency change at scattering, which depends on the scattering an-

gle. A simplified version consists in neglecting the homogeneous linewidth.

Assuming furthermore that there is no correlation between the frequencies

after successive scattering events (complete frequency distribution - CFR),

one can even derive an analytical expression of the step size distribution,

which scales close to P (ℓ) ∼ 1/x2. Once a step size distribution is ob-

tained, one can perform a Monte Carlo simulation of the random walk of

the photons through a slab and compute macroscopic properties such as

the total diffuse transmission or the intensity profile of the light at the

exit surface of the slab. Both the microscopic step size distribution and

the macroscopic observables can also be obtained numerically without as-

suming CFR or neglecting the homogeneous linewidth. We note that in
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contrast to specifically designed Lévy glass,36,39 there are no correlations

between the location of the scattering and the step size distribution.40 We

are thus closer to an annealed than a quenched disordered system.41 Also,

we have not introduced a truncation of minimum or maximum step sizes

and are thus only limited by the finite size of the sample.

2.3.2. Microscopic evidence of Lévy flights

A direct measurement of the step size distribution of a photon is not an

easy task. Indeed, in contrast to particle image velocimetry or other tracer

methods (using e.g. radioactive labeling), no such labeling is possible with

photons. It thus seems impossible to follow a photon and measure how

far it travels before changing its direction inside a large system such as a

star or a large cloud of atoms. In order to access the microscopic step size

distribution of photons, we have designed a specific experimental geometry

circumventing this apparently unsolvable problem. Indeed using the con-

figuration of Fig. 6, we have been able to measure how far a photon travels

in an observation cell with a low optical thickness.42 In this cell, single

scattering is dominant (necessary corrections by higher order scattering in

this probe cell are discussed in43). The modification of the spectrum of the

light entering this observation cell has been obtained via one or two scatter-

ing cells,42 or - for calibration - using a monochromatic laser beam. When

using scattering cells, the frequency of the light entering the observation
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Fig. 6. Left: Experimental setup used to measure the microscopic step-size distribution
P (ℓ). Photons are scattered in a source cell and probed in an observation cell allowing the
measurement of P (ℓ). Right: Step-size distribution P (ℓ) plotted in log-log scale. For an
incident monochromatic laser beam (crosses), P (ℓ) shows an exponential decrease (fitting

dashed line). For an incident Doppler-broadened light originated from a first scattering
cell (dots), P (ℓ) has a power-law decrease (fitting dashed line). The continuous line
comes from a microscopic model without any free parameter except the vertical scale.
Adapted from.42
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cell has acquired the Doppler broadening as in large clouds of atoms and

we measure the step size distribution of photons leaving the preparation

cells. In Fig. 6, we show the measured step distribution for a monochro-

matic spectrum (blue exponential line). When using the preparation cell,

the step size distribution is a power law (green line) with α = 2.41. A

multiple cell arrangement has been used to make sure that the detected

photons have no reminiscent memory effects as could occur with only a sin-

gle scattering at right angle. The Lévy exponent after multiple scattering

has been measured to be α = 2.09± 0.15.42,44 For values of α below 3, the

second moment of the step size distribution diverges, entering the regime

of Lévy flights.45

2.3.3. Macroscopic evidence of Lévy flights

Despite the precise results obtained by the microscopic evidence of Lévy

flights in atomic vapors and the possible extension to adapt this scheme to

a larger variety of conditions relevant to astrophysics (including collisional

broadening, magnetic fields or large intensities), the multiple-cell geometry

has some practical limitations, mainly due to the small number of detected

photons. This leads to integration times of up to 30 hours, with images close

to the shot noise limit and requiring corrections due to cosmic rays.42,44 We

have therefore changed our detection scheme by analyzing the total diffuse

transmission and the radial profile of light at the exit face of the sample.36

We illuminate a “camembert”-shaped cell (realizing a slab geometry)

with a low intensity laser, tuned to the resonance of the D2 line of 85Rb

(Fig. 7). This cell is inside an oven which allows the temperature to be

varied between 20◦C and 200◦C. A temperature rise slightly increases the

Doppler broadening (the spectral width increase in
√
T ) but the Rubidium

density increases sharply due to the almost exponential behavior of vapor

pressure with temperature. The opacity of the cell is measured by scanning

the frequency around the 4 absorption hyperfine transitions around the D2

line of Rubidium. A fit of the hyperfine structure provides the opacity of the

system. Note that here we distinguish opacity O(ω) from optical thickness

b(ω). Both quantities are proportional to the atomic density ρ and length

of the cell L. The opacity is defined as O = ρσ(ω)L, where σ(ω) is the scat-

tering cross section neglecting the Doppler broadening, whereas the optical

thickness is the measured attenuation of the coherent forward beam, which

can be obtained from the opacity using an adequate convolution with the

Doppler broadening. To some extent, the opacity is the optical thickness
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Fig. 7. Experimental setup to measure total output versus the optic T (O) and the
radial profile of transmitted intensity P (r⊥).

one would obtain if all atoms in the cell were laser-cooled with negligible

Doppler broadening. The diffuse transmission and radial profile are then

measured with a CCD camera imaging the cell. Using this detection proto-

col, we have been able to obtain macroscopic evidence of Lévy flights using

images obtained with exposure times below one second.46 The total diffuse

transmission can also be monitored using fast photodetectors, allowing one

in principle to investigate time dependent features such as Lévy walks. It

is also possible to analyze the detected light for its polarization, allowing a

direct comparison to numerical codes used in astrophysics for the detection

of weak magnetic fields of the sun.47

As a first important calibration experiment, we have measured the total

diffuse transmission across a slab of hot atoms and compared the extracted

Lévy exponent to the one obtained via our microscopic detection scheme

Fig. 8. Total transmission as a function of opacity. A power law fit to the experimental
data yields a Lévy exponent of α = 2.1.
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of the step size distribution. For the total diffuse transmission, one expects

in the case of Lévy flights a scaling as

TLevy ∝ 1/L(α−1)/2, (10)

to be compared to Ohm’s law of photons in the diffusive regime, where one

has

Tdiff ∝ 1/L. (11)

As shown in figure 8 we observe a clear deviation from Ohm’s law for the

diffuse transmission. Using this macroscopic detection for the Lévy expo-

nent we found α = 2.1±0.1, close to the value obtained with our microscopic

protocol (α = 2.09), validating the two different experimental schemes to

measure Lévy flights of photons in atomic vapors. In our macroscopic de-

tection scheme, we can also extract the Lévy exponent by analyzing the

spatial profile of the transmitted light, adding a complementary observable

to the study of anomalous diffusion of light.46 The study of the spatial

profile allows in particular to extract the Lévy exponent without requiring

a systematic change of the opacity of the sample. This can become relevant

for astrophysical systems, where it is not possible to change an experimental

parameter to look for specific scaling laws. For astrophysical systems with

opaque atmospheres, a comparison to our macroscopic detection scheme of

Lévy flights might be possible (Fig. 9) and could be confirmed via numerical

tests and specifically designed experimental geometries.

2.4. Summary and outlook

In this section we have shown that scattering of light in cold and hot atomic

vapors allows the study of multiple scattering phenomena also expected to

occur in astrophysical situations. We have in particular investigated the

case of open atomic transitions and the role of Doppler broadening. These

experiments illustrate the potential of modern tools in atomic, molecular

and optical physics. Straightforward extension of these techniques include

the study of the nature of the frequency redistribution (complete or par-

tial frequency redistribution), the effect of collisional broadening (using

buffer gas), the analysis of the Stokes parameters (relevant for instance in

Faraday rotation experiments conducted in our group23,48 but also used in

astrophysics49). The use of larger intensities leading to the saturation of the

Doppler-broadened transition is also in the range of today’s lasers. Inelastic

and/or nonlinear effects combined to Lévy flights will certainly create novel
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Fig. 9. Analogy between our experiment46 (a) and a possible astrophysics experi-
ment(b). A planet with an opaque atmosphere (such as Venus) is illuminated by a
star (for example the sun). The intensity distribution detected behind the planetary

core might reveal the presence of Lévy flights for some frequencies resonantly scattered
by atoms or molecules.

situations with yet unexpected features. Using our macroscopic protocol to

detect Lévy flights, time-resolved experiments in the Lévy regime are also

possible. It will be interesting to study whether in that case, the transport

time will still be constant or whether one needs to consider a transition to

a constant transport velocity. If the distribution of transport times has a

power-law tail (“heavy tailed”), Lévy walks with super- as well as subdiffu-

sive transport is possible.32 In static samples (such as white paper or white

paint) or in non resonant scattering samples with motion (such as milk)

the fluctuations of transmission are also related to the spatial correlation

function. To what extent such space-time fluctuations are affected by Lévy

flights is still an open question and can now be addressed experimentally

and theoretically. The interactions of light with hot and cold atomic vapors

is obviously also of large interest for other communities, such as quantum

information. We have seen that EIT might also appear in the multiple scat-

tering regime and storage of quantum information in this limit will require

a quantum optical approach.50

Despite all this potential and the fact that light scattering in stars and

interstellar vapors requires a description in terms of Lévy flights, we ac-

knowledge only limited direct interactions with researchers in astrophysics.

Nevertheless, the direct comparison of our experimental results with nu-

merical codes used in the measurement of the magnetic field on the surface

of the sun has allowed for a correction of these codes. These codes, on

the other side, include the complex Zeeman structure of atoms and we will

compare the results of the measurement of the Stokes parameters in our

experiment to predictions obtained by the group of Marianne Faurobert at

the Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur in Nice. Preliminary discussions with
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experts in intensity correlations in astrophysics motivate us to also con-

sider a more precise study of the photon statistics emerging from hot and

cold atomic vapors in both the single scattering and the multiple scattering

regime.

3. Gain, lasing, and random lasing in atomic vapors

As early as 1968, Letokhov investigated what happens when amplification

of light, or gain, is present in a multiple scattering medium.51 In such

a situation, multiple scattering increases the length of the path of light

propagating in the gain medium and thus enhances its amplification. This

obvious effect can lead to a much less trivial phenomenon, which is that

there is a threshold on the system size above which amplification in the

medium overcomes leakage at the surface, leading to an exponential increase

of the light intensity trapped in the medium (and the subsequent emitted

light).51,52 This is very similar to the principle of a laser, which starts when

gain produced by the amplifying medium overcomes the cavity losses. Here,

the cavity is replaced by radiation trapping, which provides an “incoherent”

feedback. Since there is no cavity axis to impose a propagation direction,

the emission diagram is more or less random (like a speckle pattern), hence

the name random laser. Like in a standard laser, the exponential increase

of the light intensity is limited by gain saturation to a value for which gain

exactly compensates losses.

After some preliminary evidence of scattering-enhanced emission of light

in some gain media,53–55 great efforts have been made in the last 15 years

to experimentally demonstrate and study random lasing in different kinds

of systems.56–60 It has immediately appeared that Letokhov’s initial the-

ory, which is based on the diffusion equation and thus neglects any inter-

ference effect, was not sufficient to describe random lasers, which exhibit

subtle mode and coherence properties. The understanding of these proper-

ties is a theoretical challenge, as it is related to fundamental questions on

the nature and properties of electromagnetic modes in open and/or disor-

dered systems,61–63 and different theoretical approaches have been devel-

oped.64–70 The broad interest of random lasing is also driven by potential

applications.71 For instance, the use of a random laser as a light source for

speckle-free laser imaging has been recently demonstrated.72

State-of-the-art random lasers are usually based on pulsed excitation

of condensed matter systems and quasi cw operation of random lasing in

dilute atomic vapors had not been realized prior to our recent study.73
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3.1. Astrophysical lasers

The subject of random lasers based on atomic and molecular gases has been

introduced, by Letokhov himself, in the context of astrophysical lasers. In-

deed, astronomical observations in the microwave domain have led to the

discovery of anomalously bright emission lines from molecules in stellar at-

mospheres.74 It was soon understood that the only possible explanation

was an amplification of the corresponding wave due to stimulated emis-

sion.75 The study of these astrophysical masers, which turned out to be

very common, has been an important research subject in the 1970s.76,77

Emission lines with anomalous intensities were also known in the optical

domain78,79 without any convincing explanation. Letokhov suggested that

they could also be explained by stimulated emission, and that scattering-

induced feedback could enhanced the amplification, even reaching the os-

cillatory regime,80,81 a phenomenon that would be called a random laser

today.

Amplification by stimulated emission was indeed observed in the plan-

etary atmospheres of Mars and Venus in the infrared (IR) domain (λ ∼
10µm)82,83 and much later in stellar atmospheres in the far IR.84 More

recently, astrophysical lasers in the near IR was discovered by Johansson

and Letokhov, based on Fe II85 and O I.86 In the optical domain, popula-

tion inversion is much harder to obtain than in the microwave domain, and

astrophysical lasers are very rare, contrary to masers.87

It should be noted here that astrophysicists often call “lasers” what a

laser physicist would describe as amplification, or Amplified Spontaneous

Emission (ASE).3 The existence of additional feedback due to multiple scat-

tering seems to be an open question. In the microwave domain, there are

ununderstood bursts of radiation from the water vapor maser in Orion

KL,88 and scattering-induced feedback in the oscillatory regime (i.e., ran-

dom lasing above threshold) has been proposed as a possible explanation.89

The latest observations, however, do not seem to confirm this idea.90

Nevertheless, it seems that the ingredients necessary for a random laser,

that is, multiple scattering and stimulated emission, are both present in

stellar gases.91 Laboratory experiments on random lasing in atomic vapors

may help us better understand the precise necessary conditions for random

lasing to occur in space. The study of the properties of the light emitted by

atom-based random lasers could also help us design appropriate detection

tools92 to find signatures of scattering-induced feedback in astrophysical

lasers.
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3.2. Gain and lasing with cold atoms

As discussed in Sec. 2.2, standard MOTs have on-resonance optical thick-

ness on the order of b0 ∼ 10−50, which is largely enough to induce multiple

scattering and radiation trapping.19 In this section, we present how gain,

the second ingredient of random lasers, can be obtained from a cold-atom

cloud.

Contrary to most laser gain media, cold atoms do not present non-

radiative, fast-decaying transitions, preventing a standard 4-level scheme

to produce a population inversion. Nevertheless there are many different

mechanisms which allow an inversion between two different atomic states.

These can either be different states in external degrees of freedom (mo-

mentum or vibrational levels in an external potential) or internal degrees

of freedom (dressed states93 or different ground states). The atomic non-

linearity can also be used to obtain parametric gain and lasing, as well as

other, more complicated schemes using quantum interferences.

3.2.1. Mollow gain

A very simple gain mechanism in atomic vapors was described by Mollow95

and observed soon afterwards96 with atomic beams. It involves a two-

level atom driven by one strong pumping field. The driving field induces

a population inversion in the dressed-state basis93 and therefore a weak

probe beam can be amplified. The whole process can also be described
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Fig. 10. (a) Principle of the Mollow gain depicted as a three-photon transition from

the ground state to the excited state, with two absorptions from the pump at ωP and
one stimulated emission in the signal wave at ωS. It can also be viewed as a population
inversion in the dressed-state basis. (b) Transmission spectrum, computed for typical
experimental parameters b0 = 10, Ω = 2Γ and ∆ = Γ. From.94
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in the bare-state basis by a three-photon transition from the ground state

to the excited state via two absorptions of pump photons as sketched in

Fig. 10(a).

The main amplification feature appears for a pump-probe detuning of

δ = sign(∆)
√
∆2 +Ω2, where ∆ is the pump detuning from the atomic

transition, Ω is the Rabi frequency of the pump-atom coupling, related to

the pump intensity I by Ω2 = Γ2I/(2Isat) (Isat is the saturation intensity),

and has a typical width on the order of the transition linewidth Γ. Note

that another, dispersion-like feature appears around δ = 0, which is associ-

ated with two-photon spontaneous emission processes.97 This contribution

also induces gain with a much smaller amplitude, and can generate lasing

without population inversion.98,99

In our experiment with cold 85Rb atoms, we have measured single-pass

gain as high as 50 %, which is more than enough to induce lasing, even

with a low-finesse cavity.100 We have thus realized a Mollow laser with

cold atoms with an output intensity reaching 35 µW achieved for |∆| ∼ 2Γ.

Its threshold in pump intensity is in agreement with the corresponding

measured single-pass gain and the losses of the cavity. The polarization of

the emitted laser is linear, parallel to the pump polarization, because this

is the configuration for which gain is maximum, as the driven atomic dipole

is then parallel to the probe field.

3.2.2. Raman gain using Zeeman sublevels

Another gain mechanism in atomic vapors is Raman gain. Raman transi-

tions refer in general to two-photon transitions between two non-degenerate

ground states, the intermediate energy level being in the vicinity of an

atomic excited states. To obtain gain, a pumping field can induce the first

upward transition and a probe beam can then be amplified at the frequency

of the downward transition.

A first possibility is to use the pump-induced population inversion

among the different light-shifted Zeeman sublevels mF of a given hyperfine

level F , as depicted in figure 11(a).101,102 For example, optical pumping

near a closed F = 1 → F ′ = 2 transition induced by a π-polarized laser

leads to a symmetric distribution of population with respect to the mF = 0

sublevel of the ground state, with this sublevel being the most populated

and also the most shifted, due to a larger Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.103 To

record a transmission spectrum, atoms are probed with a linearly polarized

probe beam with the polarization axis orthogonal the pump polarization,
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Fig. 11. (a) Principle of the Raman mechanism, depicted here for a F = 1 → F ′ = 2
transition. (b) Experimental transmission spectra recorded with cold 85Rb near the
F = 3 → F ′ = 4 transition, plotted as a function of the pump-probe detuning δ.

Without pumping, spectrum (1) shows only the atomic absorption. A pump beam of
detuning ∆ = −3.8 Γ and intensity 13 mW/cm2, corresponding to a Rabi frequency
Ω = 2.5 Γ, is added to obtain spectrum (2), which then exhibits a Raman resonance in
the vicinity of δ = 0. Moreover, the atomic absorption is shifted due to the pump-induced

light shift and the absorption is reduced due to saturation. From.94

thus inducing ∆mF = ±1 Raman transitions. Depending on the sign of

the pump-probe detuning δ, the population imbalance induces gain or ab-

sorption. With a larger F , each pair of neighboring sublevels contributes

with a relative weight depending on the population inversion. In practice

however, the contributions of different pairs are often not resolved and only

two structures (with opposite signs) are visible, one corresponding to am-

plification for δ = −δR and one to absorption for δ = δR. Note that this

situation corresponds to a red detuning for the pump (∆ < 0) and that

the signs are inverted for blue-detuning (∆ > 0). As δR comes from a dif-

ferential light-shift (because of different Clebsch-Gordan coefficients), it is

usually small, on the order of Γ/10, whereas ∆ is a few Γ. The width γ of

the resonances is related to the elastic scattering rate, also much smaller

than Γ.102 Far from the main atomic absorption resonance, the Raman

resonance is thus a narrow spectral feature, as shown in Fig. 11(b).

This mechanism has also been used to generate lasing with a MOT

inside an optical cavity.100,104 The output polarization is orthogonal to the

pump one (contrary to the Mollow laser) and, in our experiment,100 this

gain produces a laser with less power (2 µW). Moreover, the sharpness of

the gain curve makes the Raman gain very sensitive to any Doppler shift.

Thus, the radiation pressure from the pump beam makes the laser emission

stop after only ∼ 20 µs. On the other hand, the narrow spectrum of the
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laser can be easily characterized by a beat-note experiment.100

3.2.3. Raman gain using hyperfine levels

Raman

laser

Optical

pumping

e1

e2

g1

g2

∆

Gain

Fig. 12. Raman gain using hyperfine levels. Gain is produced by stimulated emission

induced by the Raman laser (two-photon transition). The population inversion between
the ground states |g1⟩ and |g2⟩ is sustained by the optical pumping laser. Adapted
from.73

The two hyperfine ground states of rubidium atoms can also be used

to produce Raman gain. One advantage is that the gain and the pump

frequencies are separated by several gigahertz. A drawback is that the

pump laser has to be tuned close to an open transition, so that optical

pumping quickly destroys any population inversion. A second laser is thus

necessary to recycle the atoms (Fig. 12), which somewhat complicates the

setup.

This gain mechanism has been used in different beautiful experiments

on lasing with cold atoms in different regimes105–107 and our experiment on

random lasing also uses this gain (see sections 3.3.4 and 3.4).

3.2.4. Parametric gain: four wave mixing

By using two phase-locked pump beams, we can induce four wave mixing

(FWM): the two pumps of frequencies ωP1 and ωP2 and one probe – or

an initial fluctuation – of frequency ωS generate a fourth field at frequency

ωC, called the conjugate field.108–110 The frequencies and wave-vectors
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of all the fields are related by energy and momentum conservation. If

we want to obtain gain for the probe, we have to choose a configuration

where the conjugate frequency equals the probe: ωC = ωS. Then, the

pump frequencies have to fulfill the condition ωP1 + ωP2 = 2ωS. From

an experimental point of view, the most simple configuration is when all

frequencies are the same (“degenerate FWM”). This is the experimental

situation with which lasing has been obtained, either with a cavity in our

group,100 or with distributed feedback (DFB) in Tübingen, using atoms

trapped in a 1D optical lattice.111 Note that this mechanism has been

observed a long time ago with hot atoms.112–114

Due to the phase matching condition, gain is not in the forward trans-

mission of the probe beam, but in backward reflection, provided that the

two pumps are counterpropagating (Fig. 13). The conjugate beam is actu-

ally the phase-conjugate of the probe beam. This property has a number of

consequences for the cavity-laser.100 First, it leads to a different threshold

condition:113 a reflectivity of only 1 % is enough to generate lasing, despite

the much larger losses of the cavity (in our experiment, 32 % for a round

trip). This is due to constructive interferences between transmitted and re-

flected waves, as observed in double-pass experiments.115 Second, it leads

to more complex transverse modes, because the phase conjugation mecha-

nism allows any transverse pattern to be stable through the resonator.116

Finally, these properties lead to a much larger power than with Mollow and

Raman gain, and up to 300 µW have been obtained. The phase-conjugation

property is also important for the DFB laser of Tübingen, since it partici-

pates in the feedback to make it stable.111,117

Another configuration of parametric gain is possible, that is non-
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degenerate FWM, for which two different frequencies ωF and ωB are

used for the two pump fields, and amplification occurs at frequency ω =

(ωF + ωF) /2. This configuration seems a priori promising for random las-

ing, since it allows one to adjust the gain frequency close to the atomic

frequency ω0 to enhance scattering. We have experimentally characterized

this parametric gain and obtained that, although a conjugate field can in-

deed be produced near the atomic resonance, it cannot overcome the losses

due to inelastic scattering.118 This configuration is thus not appropriate

for random lasing.

3.2.5. Other gain mechanisms

The above list of the possible gain mechanisms that can be used in cold

atoms is not exhaustive.

Other, more complicated, schemes involve quantum interferences to in-

duce gain without population inversion (in any basis).99 This can be real-

ized with a Λ scheme119 or a V scheme.120,121

Another possibility is to use the atomic external degrees of freedom,

i.e., their kinetic energy. Transitions between different velocity classes pro-

duce recoil-induced resonances,122 and high gain can be achieved.123 These

resonances can ultimately lead to a “Collective atomic recoil laser”,124,125

which has been demonstrated with cold and ultra-cold atoms.126,127

Finally, one could also consider higher-order photonic processes, such

as two-photon dressed-state lasers.128

3.3. Combining gain and scattering: threshold of a random

laser in cold atoms

The peculiarity of a random laser based on cold atoms is that the same

microscopic elements (the atoms) should provide both ingredients (scatter-

ing and gain) of random lasing. On the one hand, it leads to an easier

characterization and modeling of the microscopic properties of the system,

which can be extremely valuable for a better understanding of the physics

of random lasers. On the other hand, it is clear that pumping atoms to

induce gain drastically reduces their scattering cross-section, due to the

saturation effect:93 atoms spend less time in their ground state, in which

they can scatter light. Moreover, in almost all gain mechanisms presented

in the previous section, gain is obtained in a very narrow range of frequency,

detuned from the atomic transition, leading to a reduced scattering cross

section at that frequency. It is thus not obvious at all that reasonable con-
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ditions for random lasing can be obtained in cold atoms. Moreover, these

conditions are expected to be different for each gain mechanism. To choose

the best one, it is thus necessary to devise a quantitative criterion on the

possibility of random lasing.

3.3.1. Threshold of a random laser in the diffusive approximation

Following Letokhov’s approach to derive a threshold condition for cw op-

eration of random lasing,51,52 we start from the diffusion equation for light

with a gain term,

∂W (r, t)

∂t
= D∇2W (r, t) +

v

ℓg
W (r, t) , (12)

whereW is the energy density, v is the transport velocity inside the medium,

ℓg is the gain length and D is the diffusion coefficient given by Eq. (6).

Taking into account the finite size L of the medium and using as bound-

ary condition that W (L+ze, t) = 0, where ze is the extrapolation length,16

one can show, using a modal decomposition,51,52 that the time dependence

of W changes from an exponential decrease to an exponential increase when

crossing the threshold

D

(
βπ

Leff

)2

− v

ℓg
= 0 , (13)

where Leff = L+ze is the effective length of the medium and β is a numerical

factor that depends only on the geometry (β = 1 for a slab of thickness

L, β = 2 for a sphere of diameter L and β =
√
3 for a cube). Using the

expression of D (and taking from now on β = 2), the threshold can be

written as a critical sphere diameter

Leff > 2π

√
ℓsc ℓg
3

. (14)

We note Leff = ηL, where η ∼ 1 is a small correction in the diffusive regime.

For a sphere geometry, η = 1 + 2ξ/ [L/ℓsc + 2ξ] with ξ ≃ 0.71.129,130 The

diffusive, or multiple-scattering regime, is reached when L ≫ ℓsc, which

corresponds to the validity range of this threshold condition, which we will

call Letokhov’s threshold.
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3.3.2. Threshold of a random laser using the radiative transfer

equation

In a regime of low scattering, transport of light can be described using

the radiative transfer equation (RTE),131 which is valid from the ballistic

regime to the diffusive one.132

The basic quantity of the RTE is the specific intensity Iω(r,u, t), which

describes the number of photons at frequency ω, at point r, propagating

along direction u at time t. In the case of plane-wave illumination along the

z direction, and for isotropic scatterers, the specific intensity only depends

on the space variable z and the angular variable µ = cos θ, with θ the angle

between the propagation direction u and the z-axis. In a system exhibiting

gain and (isotropic) scattering, the RTE reads

1

v

∂Iω
∂t

(z, µ, t) + µ
∂Iω
∂z

(z, µ, t) = −(a+ χ)Iω(z, µ, t)

+
χ

2

∫ +1

−1

Iω(z, µ
′, t) dµ′ , (15)

where v is the energy velocity in the medium, a is the linear absorption

coefficient and χ = ℓ−1
sc . For a medium with gain, a < 0 and it is better to

use the linear gain coefficient g = −a = ℓ−1
g > 0.

In one dimension, the RTE has a modal expansion, whose asymptotic

behavior at large length and time scales leads to the modal expansion of

the diffusion equation.129 Therefore, under the conditions of uniform (in

space) and constant (in time) gain, it is possible to build a modal theory

of random lasers with incoherent feedback based on the RTE, that gen-

eralizes Letokhov’s theory beyond the diffusive regime,94,133,134 extending

the validity of the threshold condition to low scattering samples down to

L ∼ ℓsc.

For a spherical medium in three dimensions, to the best of our knowl-

edge, no model expansion of the RTE is available. However, as shown by

Letokhov et al.,3,81,91 the RTE can directly be solved by using the so-called

Eddington approximation.135,136 One obtains a critical radius Rcr given by

tan(qRcr) =
2gqRcr

2g − q2Rcr
, (16)

with

q2 = 3g(χ− g) =
3

ℓg

(
1

ℓsc
− 1

ℓg

)
. (17)
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Fig. 14. Numerical solution of Eq. 16. Note the log scales. The dotted lines are iso-Rcr

contours. In the upper left part, the threshold condition is well described by a diffusion
model, whereas in the lower right part, Rcr is independent on the scattering length,

similar to ASE.

To recover the threshold given by Eq. (14) one needs to suppose that

there is much more scattering than gain (χ ≫ g so that q2 ≃ 3gχ) and also

that χRcr ≫ 1 (diffusive regime). One can then easily show that the r.h.s.

of Eq. (16) is very small. Then qRcr ∼ π, Lcr ∼ 2π/q = 2π(ℓgℓsc/3)
1/2.

Interestingly, one can also simplify Eq. (16) in the opposite limit of very

low scattering and high gain. With the hypothesis g ≫ χ and gRcr > 1,

we have the simplification q ≃ ±ig
√
3 and tan(qRcr) ≃ ±i, and Eq. (16)

is easily solved tob Rcr ∼ 1/
[(√

3− 3/2
)
g
]
≈ 4/g. Very surprisingly, the

result is independent of χ, which suggests that a threshold exists even with-

out scattering. This result might be due to a breakdown of the Eddington

approximation in the limit of vanishing scattering.137,138

The numerical solution of Eq. (16) is shown in Fig. 14. It shows a

smooth transition between the diffusive regime to a quasi-ballistic regime.

3.3.3. Application to cold atoms

For an atomic vapor, the characteristic lengths entering the random laser

threshold are both related to the atomic polarizability α(ω) at frequency

ω. The extinction cross-section is indeed given by σex(ω) = k × Im[α(ω)]

and the elastic scattering cross-section by σsc(ω) = k4/6π × |α(ω)|2 (k =

ω/c is the wave vector).13 Note that the first relation is general to any

bNote that there is a misprint in Letokhov’s papers.3,81,91
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dielectric medium whereas the second one is specific to dipole scatterers.

The characteristic lengths are then ℓ−1
ex,sc = ρ σex,sc, where ρ is the atomic

density. The gain cross-section can be defined the same way by ℓ−1
g = ρ σg,

using ℓ−1
ex = ℓ−1

sc −ℓ−1
g . Assuming that the density and pumping parameters

are homogeneous, both ρ and α are position-independent. Even though

this may be a strong approximation in some cases, it allows us to perform

analytical estimations. As we consider resonant scatterers, we deal only

with quasi-resonant light and we shall use k = k0 = ω0/c with ω0 the

atomic eigenfrequency. In the following, we shall also use a dimensionless

atomic polarizability α̃, defined as α = α̃×6π/k30, and omit the dependence

on ω. We can now rewrite σsc = σ0|α̃|2 and σg = σ0

[
|α̃|2 − Im(α̃)

]
, where

σ0 = 6π/k20 is the resonant scattering cross-section (for a J = 0 → J = 1

transition), such that the threshold condition, as given by Eq. (14), reduces

to134

ρσ0Leff = ηb0 >
2π√

3|α̃|2 [|α̃|2 − Im(α̃)]
, (18)

where b0 = ρσ0L is the on-resonance optical thickness of the cloud. This

condition is valid in the diffusive regime as soon as the medium exhibits

gain, i.e., |α̃|2 − Im(α̃) > 0. Interestingly, the condition Im(α̃) < 0, corre-

sponding to single-pass amplification (transmission T > 1), is not a neces-

sary condition.

The threshold condition is thus given by a critical on-resonance opti-

cal thickness, which is an intrinsic parameter of the cloud, expressed as a

function of the complex atomic polarizability only, which depends on the

pumping parameters. Although the initial condition of Eq. (14) involves

two characteristic lengths, we emphasize here that this is really one single

physical quantity, as real and imaginary parts of the atomic polarizability

are related via Kramers-Kronig relations.139 This point is due to the orig-

inality of the system that we are considering, in which the same atoms are

used to amplify and scatter light. This property can be fruitfully used to

experimentally determine the threshold, as only one single measurement

can provide enough information. A weak probe transmission spectrum,

which we can rewrite with our notations,

T (ω) = e−b0 Im[α̃(ω)] , (19)

indeed allows the full characterization of α̃(ω).140
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3.3.4. Comparison between different gain mechanisms

Using Letokhov’s threshold given by Eq. (18), we can compare different

gain mechanisms.94,118 The atomic polarizability (or equivalently the cross

sections) can be computed, sometimes analytically (for Mollow gain), more

often numerically by solving the optical Bloch equations (OBEs), or they

can be determined experimentally from transmission spectra, as explained

above.

For Mollow gain, we can use an analytical expression of the polarizabil-

ity,95 which depends on two pumping parameters, the atom-pump detuning

∆ and the pump intensity parameterized by the Rabi frequency Ω. For each

couple of pump parameters, one can search for the frequency of the emit-

ted light leading to the lowest critical b0, since the random laser will start

lasing at the optimum frequency. This procedure allowed us to determine

the threshold for this gain and we obtained134 b0cr ∼ 200.

For Raman gain between Zeeman sublevels, we have used measurement

of transmission spectra to evaluate the atomic polarizability entering into

Eq. (18) to determine the threshold.140 We obtained a similar threshold

b0cr ∼ 200.

Raman gain between hyperfine ground states is more complicated to

study, as it involves more pumping parameters. Indeed, to sustain a con-

tinuous gain, a Raman laser is needed to induce the Raman two-photon

transition and an optical-pumping laser is needed to maintain the popu-

lation inversion (see §3.2.3). There are thus two laser detunings and two

laser intensities. Intuitively, one can expect that having more optimization

parameters is favorable and should lead to a lower threshold. This is indeed

what we obtain by numerically solving the OBEs and searching for the op-

timum parameters.118 Fig. 15(a) shows the critical optical thickness as a

function of the detuning and intensity of the Raman laser for optical pump-

ing parameters that has been chosen to give the lowest minimum critical

optical thickness, which is b0cr ∼ 100. This is a substantial improvement in

comparison with Mollow gain and Raman gain using Zeeman sublevels.

However, in all these scheme, the gain frequency is detuned by several

atomic linewidths Γ from the atomic transition that provides scattering.

As a consequence, the found optimum parameters correspond to a regime

of low scattering, compensated by a high gain. On the one hand, this is

interesting because it is quite different from all other kinds of random lasers.

On the other hand, the diffusive approach is not valid any more, and one

should use instead the RTE to compute the threshold. We have verified
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that in 1D, it leads to very similar results.134
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scattering from the |2⟩ → |1′⟩ transition (Fig. 16). The lowest threshold is b0cr = 20.
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Raman gain with supplementary scattering Fortunately, the rich

atomic structure of the D2 line of rubidium atoms (and other alkali metals)

allows us to combine Raman gain between hyperfine levels with supplemen-

tary scattering provided by a closed transition. The scheme, represented in

Fig. 16, involves five levels. As previously, two ground states (|F = 2⟩ and
|F = 3⟩ in 85Rb, noted from now on |2⟩ and |3⟩) and one excited states are

necessary to build Raman gain in a Λ scheme (we use |F ′ = 2⟩ ≡ |2′⟩), and
one another excited level is used for optical pumping (|F ′ = 3⟩ ≡ |3′⟩) to

sustain the population inversion. In addition, another level (|F ′ = 1⟩ ≡ |1′⟩)
can provide scattering on the gain transition if the detuning ∆ of the Ra-

man laser from the excited |2′⟩ level is chosen to be equal to the frequency

separation between the |1′⟩ and |2′⟩ levels. This supplementary level has

several important features. Firstly, it is not coupled to the ground state

|3⟩ by any dipole-allowed transition, so that it does not interact with the

Raman laser and does not destroy Raman gain. Secondly, the transition

|2⟩ → |1′⟩ is closed so that it is efficient for scattering and does not change

the equilibrium populations in the ground states. Finally, the separation
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Fig. 16. Scheme of the Raman gain used for random lasing in cold 85Rb. Supplementary
scattering is provided by the |2⟩ → |1′⟩ transition (dashed box). Adapted from.73

between the |1′⟩ and |2′⟩ levels is only 29 MHz, which is 4.8Γ. The neces-

sary detuning ∆ is thus small enough to insure that Raman gain is efficient.

Note that a similar five-level scheme is possible by using the |F ′ = 4⟩ level
for supplementary scattering but its separation from the nearest level is

20Γ and Raman gain would be much less efficient (similarly, 85Rb is more

favorable than 87Rb because hyperfine splittings are smaller).

The relative intensity between the two external lasers allows us to adjust

the relative populations, and thus to tune continuously from a sample with

large gain and no scattering (with all atoms in the |3⟩ state) to a situation

without gain and with large scattering on the |2⟩ → |1′⟩ line (with all atoms

in the |2⟩ state). We can therefore search for the best trade-off between gain

and scattering. With the optimum parameters, we find a critical optical

thickness of b0cr ∼ 20 (Fig. 15(b)) with L/ℓsc ∼ 6 at the threshold, so that

the diffusion approximation is justified. The model is based on the OBEs

with a supplementary incoherent scattering term due to the |2⟩ → |1′⟩
transition.73,118 Note that our model neglects the Zeeman degeneracy and

thus cannot use the correct relative weight of the different lines. It is thus

not precise enough for quantitative predictions.

3.4. Experimental evidence of random lasing

We have implemented the five-level Raman gain scheme described above.73

The experimental procedure is as follows. We prepare a sample of cold
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atoms of 85Rb with a magneto-optical trap. A controlled compression pe-

riod provides a variable optical thickness b0 with a constant number of

trapped atoms. We then switch off all lasers and magnetic field gradi-

ents during 1 ms before applying strong counterpropagating Raman beams.

The optical-pumping laser is tuned slightly below the |2⟩ → |3′⟩ transition.
Note that with the chosen detunings, the external lasers operate in the sin-

gle scattering regime. The Raman laser detuning is swept slowly around

δ = 0, where Raman gain is on resonance with the |2⟩ → |1′⟩ transition.

We measure the total emitted fluorescence, which we collect with a solid

angle of 10−2 sr, and we average the detected signal over ∼ 4000 cycles.

We repeat the measurement for different optical thickness while keeping

the atom number constant. Variations in the fluorescence can thus only be

related to collective features. Our observations are reported in Fig. 17.

Before commenting on the observations, it is important to precisely un-

derstand what we look at and why. We measure the total emitted light by

the atomic cloud when the two external lasers are applied. This signal con-

tains the random-laser light, but also light which is scattered from the two

external lasers (and might be subsequently amplified for Raman-scattered

light from the Raman laser). The separation between the different lines is

indeed experimentally very difficult because they all are at the same wave-

length λ = 780.24 nm and differ only from a few megahertz or gigahertz.

Moreover, in random lasers, there is not any privileged emission direction

that allows one to spatially separate the random-laser light. In usual ran-

dom lasers, the separation is done either spectrally or temporally (using

very short pump pulses), which is very important because the light scat-

tered from the pump is much more intense than the random laser itself.

In our system, however, the |2⟩ → |1′⟩ transition does not scatter light

from the two external lasers. The random-laser line has thus a strength

comparable to the one of the other involved transitions and that is why it

is possible to detect the random laser signal in the total fluorescence. It

should also be stressed that in a standard laser, the beam is well separated

from the fluorescence of the gain medium, thanks to the cavity. This is

not the case in our system, where both are measured together. Finally, it

may be useful to have in mind that looking at the total emitted light is

equivalent, due to energy conservation, to looking at the pump depletion

(here the two external lasers).

A first signature of a collective behavior can be seen in a regime of neg-

ligible scattering, far from the |2⟩ → |1′⟩ transition (regions 1 of Fig. 17):

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) induces an overall increase of the
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Fig. 17. Measurement of the total fluorescence emitted by the cloud as a function of the
Raman laser detuning for different on-resonance optical thickness b0. Adapted from.73

fluorescence as a function of b0. Photons from the Raman beam can indeed

undergo a spontaneous Raman transition. The subsequent scattered light

is then amplified by Raman gain produced by the surrounding atoms while

leaving the sample with a ballistic path. The efficiency of this process is

directly related to the optical thickness. The ASE signal decreases as the

Raman laser is detuned further away from the |3⟩ → |2′⟩ transition (located

at δ = +4.8Γ) since both the spontaneous (source contribution) and stimu-

lated (gain contribution) Raman scattering rates decrease for larger detun-

ing. Note that when tuning the Raman laser very close to the |3⟩ → |2′⟩
line, single-photon scattering dominates. Population redistribution is then

responsible for the increase of fluorescence28 (see sec. 2.2.3 and Fig. 3).

This effect is negligible for the detunings considered here, and only gain

can explain the observed features.

When the Raman laser is tuned close to δ = 0 (region 2 of Fig. 17), the

combination of gain and scattering gives rise to an enhanced fluorescence

bump that emerges as the optical thickness b0 is increased. This feature

is due to the combined effect of gain and scattering: multiple scattering

increases the path length of the photons that are amplified by Raman gain.

This is exactly the mechanism at the heart of random lasing. The only re-

maining question to be answered before concluding that we observe random

lasing is to know if the system is above the threshold or not.

To answer this question, we plot the supplementary fluorescence as a

function of the on-resonance optical thickness b0. To better extract this
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Fig. 18. (a) Supplementary fluorescence around δ = 0 for different optical thickness
(same color scale as in Fig. 17). The raw data are the same as in Fig. 17 but the wings
have been subtracted and the signal has been smoothed. (b) From a gaussian fit we

extract the amplitude (red squares) and the r.m.s. width σ (blue circles) of the curves
shown in (a) as a function of the optical thickness b0. The vertical error bars are the
statistical uncertainties of the fit (not visible for the amplitude) and the horizontal error
bars correspond to the fluctuations of b0 on 5 shots.

signal, we fit the wings of the curve (regions 1) by adjustable slope and

curvature and remove this background. The remaining signal is a bell-

shaped curve, well-centered at δ = 0 (Fig. 18(a)). Surprisingly, it is very

well fitted by a gaussian. We can thus use a gaussian fit to extract its

amplitude and width, as reported in Fig. 18(b). Although the signal consists

of different emission lines, a threshold of the peak amplitude is clearly

visible, with a change of slope at b0 = 6± 1. We interpret this threshold as

the signature of the occurrence of random lasing in our sample when the

Raman beams are tuned around δ ∼ 0 and when b0 > 6. We stress that

varying the optical thickness acts simultaneously on the amount of gain

and feedback provided by the medium. This is unusual in laser physics,

where the threshold is most-commonly defined as a critical pump power.

In our case, increasing the optical-pumping intensity increases indeed the

population inversion that provides gain, but simultaneously decreases the

feedback, so that random lasing needs a fine tuning of the laser parameters.

Our observations are in qualitative agreement with an ab initio model

based on Letokhov’s threshold.73 There are however quantitative discrep-

ancies. In particular, the measured threshold is lower than the predicted

one. This may be due to interference and/or cooperative effects,70 which

are neglected in the diffusion model. Several other ingredients are neglected

and might also play a role, like light polarization, the Zeeman degeneracy of
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the involved atomic levels, the finite temperature of the cloud, and the in-

homogeneous density distribution. This demonstrates the need for a more

evolved modeling. Several theoretical approaches to random lasing have

been developed in the last years64–70 and the advantage of our experiment

is to provide disorder-averaged data with perfectly known microscopic in-

gredients (rubidium atoms driven by two lasers with known frequencies and

intensities), without any free parameters.

3.5. Summary and outlook

To summarize this part, we have shown that laser-cooled vapors are suit-

able media to provide gain and sustain lasing.100 We have then investi-

gated the possibility of combining gain and scattering to produce a random

laser.94,118,134,140 Finally, we have implemented an original configuration

of Raman gain with supplementary scattering provided by an independent

closed transition. This scheme has recently allowed us to demonstrate ran-

dom lasing with cold atoms.73

Further work is needed for a more complete characterization of the sys-

tem. An experimental challenge, in particular, consists in obtaining more

direct observations of the random laser emission or of the transition at

threshold. One possibility would be to spectrally filter the random laser

line with a low-finesse Fabry-Perot cavity and study the statistical proper-

ties of the detected light. These efforts might help in designing detection

methods that could also be appropriate for studying astrophysical lasers.

Our experiment has also to be compared in more detail with theory.

The comparison between different models, each one including some, but

not all, possible physical ingredients, should allow one to pinpoint which

ingredients are relevant to random lasers in general and to random lasers

based on atomic vapors in particular. This should be very useful for a

better understanding of astrophysical lasers, especially the possible role of

feedback induced by multiple scattering.

An ingredient that is certainly present in astrophysical lasers and that

is not in a cold-atom random laser is the Doppler effect. One can won-

der if random lasing is possible using a room-temperature vapor. Doppler

broadening strongly reduces the efficiency of atom-light interaction (scat-

tering and gain). It also induces a frequency redistribution that might be

detrimental. However, an advantage is that it is easy, by heating a vapor

cell, to reach very large optical thickness. A possibility would be to use a

mixture of two isotopes, one for producing gain and the other for scatter-
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ing. Raman gain between hyperfine levels in hot vapors has already been

used to demonstrate lasing.141 By using the appropriate detuning, the gain

provided by one isotope can be tuned to the scattering resonance of the

other isotope. The investigation of this system will be the subject of future

work.

4. Light-induced long-range forces

In astrophysics, it has been known for a long time that equilibrium prop-

erties of self-gravitating systems are rather special: negative specific heat,

canonical (fixed temperature) and microcanonical (fixed energy) ensembles

are not equivalent.142,143 These anomalous features of long-range interact-

ing systems have been fully appreciated by other physicists’ communities

only later. When long-range forces are considered, local properties of the

particles in the cloud depend on all particles and thus on the total size of

the system. Understanding the self-organizing behavior or the thermody-

namics and out-of-equilibrium dynamics of long-range interacting systems

is still a challenging objective. In d dimensions an isotropic interaction

potential with 1/rk yields a diverging mean field when k < d. This is for

instance the situation of gravity in 3 dimensions and leads to the so-called

Jeans instability, responsible for the formation of large scale structures such

as galaxies.144 In recent years it has been shown that statistical physics of

long-range interacting systems generally exhibit a whole set of new quali-

tative properties and behaviors: temperature jumps, long-time relaxation

(quasi-stationary states), violations of ergodicity, subtleties in the particle

(“granular”) picture, new macroscopic quantum effects, etc.145 In con-

trast to the conservative regime, long range interacting systems with linear

friction and white noise forcing have been studied in different contexts.

Vlasov dynamics is then replaced by the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck equation,

but quasi-stationary states are expected to survive.

These aspects are of course crucial in gravitational and Coulomb sys-

tems, but experiments with such long-range interactions are difficult to

construct in a controlled way. Trapped cold atoms or ions are very interest-

ing examples of mesoscopic systems, due to the possibility of manipulating

their size and dimensionality through the trapping potential. As recog-

nized by C. Wieman, multiple scattering of photons in cold atomic samples

gives rise to a Coulomb-type long-range force scaling as 1/r2. MOTs thus

share common features with one-component plasmas, even though impor-

tant and qualitative differences exist. Cold-atom systems can thus exhibit
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non-extensive properties typical of long-range interactions. These interac-

tions can either be dissipative or depend on the induced light shifts, similar

to what has been studied in the context of optical binding.146,147 Such

forces would then become Hamiltonian and might find their application in

coherent manipulation of atom-atom interactions. A number of theoretical

proposals have been published using light induced forces, but their imple-

mentation on cold atomic samples is mainly limited to atoms in optical

cavities,148 as this enhances the light-induced coupling between the atoms,

or in reduced geometries using atoms close to optical fibers.149 The study

of strongly correlated systems is another interesting feature because they

can no longer be described by a mean field theory. In cold atoms, strong

correlations of course appear if a modulated external potential is applied.

This is an essential feature of optical lattices,150 used, e.g., to create the

Mott insulator in a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC).151 If long-range inter-

actions can be engineered and applied to degenerate gases in a lattice, one

could hope to see new exotic phases such as supersolids, where interactions

between atoms further away than the next lattice site are required.152

The experiments conducted in our group in Nice aim at the understand-

ing and experimental exploration of such long-range interactions. In this

section, we will describe some of the systematic studies performed in the

past and present and some predictions that will be considered for experi-

mental exploration in the future.

4.1. Scaling laws for MOT sizes

Since the beginning of the manipulation of the position and the momentum

of atoms by laser-induced forces, the achieving of high densities combined

with low temperatures has been in the mind of many groups, with the goal of

reaching the grail of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC). Even though BEC

is nowadays routinely achieved with different cooling techniques based on

evaporation, it is interesting to recall the expectation that laser cooling of

atoms seemed to offer. A Doppler model of MOTs has been used in the

early days of laser cooling and trapping of neutral atoms, with a friction

coefficient γ and a spring constant κ leading to a description of atoms

in a MOT as a damped harmonic oscillator.2 In that limit, the spatial

extend of the atomic cloud is determined by its temperature and adding

more and more atoms thus corresponds to a density increasing linearly with

the atom number. As the critical temperature for BEC is given by Tcr =

(n/ζ(3/2))2/3(h2/(2πmkB)), and with temperature in the range of 100µK,
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achieving BEC with, e.g., rubidium atoms (m = 87 × 1.67 × 10−25kg)

still required extremely high densities, of the order of n = 1017 cm−3.

As one expected many difficulties, e.g., molecules formation, at such high

densities, this lead many groups to focus on novel techniques to reach lower

temperatures. Nevertheless, the quest for larger densities was important.

When a larger number of atoms are trapped in a MOT, it was recognized

very quickly that the single atom description of laser cooling and trapping

would not be reliable. Indeed, one initial estimate on the effect of collective

feature of trapping many atoms has been based on the so-called shadow ef-

fect: if too many atoms are in the cloud, then the laser beams at the origin

of the damping and spring constant will become attenuated during its prop-

agation. If only this attenuation would be relevant, increasing the number

of atoms would at a certain point leading to an increase of the confining

forces of the MOT and the spatial density of atoms in the center of the

cloud would increase faster than the total atom number.153 It is interesting

to note that similar arguments had been put forward by Le Sage in the 18th

century to provide a model for gravitational attraction between two mas-

sive objects, even though this model is no longer considered today.154 Even

if this shadow effect does indeed play a role in the size of MOTs with large

number of atoms, the photons which are screened by atoms at the boundary

of the cloud also contribute with a net repulsion force when rescattered by

other atoms. Due to the narrow resonance and the saturation of the atomic

transition, the repulsion effect typically overcomes the attractive force in

most MOTs. As recognized in,155 the repulsion effect has the same binary

interaction scaling as the Coulomb repulsion between charges of the same

sign. One can then show that the maximum density of atoms in a MOT is

limited to the “Wieman” limit:

nW =
κ

G3
∼ κc

2I∞σL(⟨σR⟩ − σL)
. (20)

Here G3 takes into account the balance between the shadow effect (scaling

as the square of the scattering cross-section σL of photons at the incident

frequency) and the repulsion by the rescattered photons (depending also on

the average cross section < σR > of scattered photons, some of them not at

the same frequency as the incident photons), which in some limiting regimes

can be approximated by an analytical expression.156 Following this model,

once the atom number is large enough, the spatial density is limited and the

spatial profile of the atomic cloud is flat, as in a one component plasma in

a harmonic trap. Experiments have indeed confirmed the limitation of the

atomic density when the atom number exceeds typically 106, even though a
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quantitative comparison to the Wieman limit has not been successful.157 It

has also been noted that due to the Zeeman shift of the atomic transitions,

the effective local detuning experienced by the atoms changes as a function

of the distance of the atoms to the center of the cloud. At some distance this

local Zeeman shift can overcome the detuning of the incident laser frequency

and atoms will no longer experience an effective “red” detuned laser. This

effect leads to a limitation of the maximum number of atoms which can be

trapped with large laser beams.158 The saturation of the atomic density due

to multiple scattering has been an important limitation to the achievement

of BEC with only optical laser cooling techniques. Multiple scattering of

photons by cold atoms has thus been considered as a limiting phenomenon,

which needs to be canceled in order to achieve BEC. One possibility is to

“hide” the atoms in a dark hyperfine level. This technique, now often called

dark MOT, initially demonstrated by W. Ketterle et al.,159 is now used in

most cold-atom experiments as it allows one to increase the spatial and/or

optical density of cold-atom clouds to the “Wieman-Pritchard” limit

nWP =
nW

p
, (21)

where p is the fraction of atoms in the hyperfine level interacting with the

cooling and trapping lasers, which can be adjusted to some extend by a

proper choice of the repumping laser parameters.

The limitations of dark-MOT techniques depend on various parameters,

one of them being the temperature, as atoms hidden in the dark state can

move out of the laser beams. Note that as MOTs with alkali atoms require

a separate repump laser, the shadow effect and rescattering of the photons

by this repump laser could also lead to limitations of the MOT density.

In,158 we have proposed a model that generalizes the Wieman-Pritchard

model to include the rescattering of repump photons, giving

nWP+ =
nWP

1 + α
Irep
IN

(1−p)2

p2

, (22)

where α describes the ratio between the interaction of atoms in the bright

and the dark hyperfine level, at a reference intensity for the repumper of

IN .

4.2. MOT instabilities

Beyond the study of MOTs in steady state, MOTs have been used to study

a variety of instabilities. Exploiting the dependence of the cooling and trap-
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ping on the detuning of the laser beams, parametrically driven magneto-

optical traps have been studied in.160–162 These studies have allowed one

to separate the Doppler and sub-Doppler components of the MOTs (with

different dependance on the laser detunings) and spontaneous symmetry

breaking of populations.163 In the absence of any external modulation

of control parameters, instabilities have been observed in different experi-

ments. In the group in Lille, stochastic and deterministic instabilities have

been studied.164–166 The nonlinear equations used to explain the observed

features are based on the attenuation of the laser beams, which for three

retroreflected laser beams lead to important shadow effects with subsequent

large displacements of the center of mass of the cloud. Note that whereas

this shadow effect is usually not the dominant effect in a three dimensional

MOT using independent laser beams,153,155 it has been investigated for the

possibility of long-range attraction in one dimension.167

In our group in Nice, we have studied instabilities in the size of the

MOT using a six-beam configuration.168–170 In this situation, an attenu-

ation of the laser beams does not lead to a force along a bisectrix of the

incident directions of propagation. The main ingredient at the origin of the

instabilities reported in168 is the repulsion force due to multiple scattering

of photons in large clouds of cold atoms. This repulsion leads to an increase

of the size of the cloud into the region where the local effective detuning

is changing from negative (“red”) detuning (with a friction allowing laser

cooling) to positive detuning, where negative friction leads to an expulsion

force of atoms beyond that horizon. One experimental signature of this

self-sustained oscillation is the detected fluorescence signal shown in Fig.

19.

In contrast to the retroreflected instability, where the shadow effect

pushes the center of mass of the cloud towards region where atom losses

become important, we have verified that in our six-beam configuration, the

observed instability does not rely on a loss of atom number. To explain these

self-induced oscillations, we have used a simple model, based on a Doppler

model of a MOT, with the main ingredient being the effective detuning

experienced by atoms depending on their velocity (via the Doppler shift)

and their position (via the Zeeman shift).168 Assuming the total force

acting on atoms to be given by

F (r,v) = Fms(r) + FMOT(r,v), (23)

where Fms(r) is the repulsion force induced by multiple scattering and

FMOT(r,v) describes the Doppler cooling and trapping of atoms in a MOT,
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Fig. 19. Self-induced oscillation of a MOT after switching on the MOT. A clear tran-
sition to oscillatory behavior is observed after some loading time, corresponding to a
MOT size exceeding the critical size for stability (black line). After subtraction of an

exponential function (red line), the increase of the oscillatory part is shown in green,
consistent with a supercritical Hopf bifurcation.

one can see that the local friction coefficient γ(r) = ∂F (r,v)/∂v can change

sign when the position of the atom located at the edge of the cloud is too

large. Indeed, atoms located away from the center are subject to important

Zeeman shifts, which reduce the effective detuning, leading to a spatially-

dependent friction coefficient.

Analyzing the force experienced by a test atom located at the edge of

the cloud and performing a linear stability analysis, we have derived a very

simple equation for the threshold of instabilities,

δ + µR ∼ 0, (24)

where µR is the Zeeman shift of the test atom located at a distance R from

the center of the cloud and δ is the detuning of the MOT beams. This model

also provides a qualitative classification of the observed instability, which

we identified as a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. Qualitative experimental

results confirm this classification : we have seen no indication of hysteresis

(Fig. 20), the amplitude of the oscillation increases continuously from zero

to some finite value (Fig. 19), whereas the frequency of the oscillation is

nonzero at the onset of the oscillation.

This simple model is obviously neglecting many important details of the

laser-atom interaction. It has however the advantage to identify a simple

qualitative feature of the experimental observation. The mechanism of the
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Fig. 20. Amplitude of the measured oscillations as a function of the detuning of the
MOT beams. Slow (0.1 Hz) forward and backward scans of the detuning show no
hysteresis, indicating a supercritical Hopf bifurcation (from170).

instability lies in the negative friction of the edges of the atom cloud. In or-

der to validate this simple model, we have performed a kinetic description of

a large cloud of cold atoms. We have used an efficient test-particle method,

taking into account the single-atom light pressure forces and including laser

attenuation (shadow effect) and forces due to multiply-scattered light. As-

suming a radial symmetry of the cloud to be maintained during all thr

evolution we kept a position-dependent absorption cross sections (via the

local Zeeman shift and intensities). One important result from this more

evolved model is the confirmation of the qualitative estimation of the scal-

ing law for the threshold condition. Furthermore this model allowed us to

predict novel features, not observed so far in the experiment, such as shock

waves entering into the center of the cloud or spatio-temporal structures169

(Fig. 21).

Even though this model is still a crude approximation, as for instance

it does not take into account sub-Doppler cooling, higher-order scattering

or temperature effects, all known to be important for a MOT of rubidium

atoms, it has lead to qualitative new predictions waiting for an experimental

investigation. A critical exponent of α ≃ 0.55 is for instance predicted for

the relaxation time constant τ ∝ (Ncr −N)α below the instability thresh-

old, consistent with preliminary experiments. The structure function of the

cloud of atoms can also be computed and one can estimate the Coulomb

coupling parameter Θ (also called the plasma parameter or correlation pa-

rameter), defined as the ratio between the average long-range repulsion
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Fig. 21. Spatio-temporal evolution of the density profile (from169).

energy and the kinetic energy:171

Θ =
q2eff

4πε0akBT
. (25)

For typical MOTs, this parameter is very small (Θ ≪ 1) so that, in order

to reach a liquid regime (at Θ ∼ 2) or even a crystalline phase (for Θ > 170

in 3 dimensions ), one would need to combine these strong long range

forces with lower temperatures, which is probably very difficult as this

would require small detunings and low temperatures. Nevertheless, this

line of research has not be investigated up to now and we point to the

possibility of engineering separately the interaction forces by applying an

additional low intensity laser beam, tuned close to resonance. We have

verified experimentally that this technique allows us to have a time control

on the interaction forces and with fine tuning of the parameters, we expect

that the Θ parameter could be increased considerably using present cold-

atom technologies.

We note that despite differences in the microscopic origin of the long-

range forces for radiation pressure in multiple scattering, we expect this

system to share many qualitative features with confined one-component

plasmas or astrophysical systems. In astrophysics, we expect deeper analo-

gies with our system, as the same radiation pressure forces are at the origin

of the balance between compression (mainly due to gravity) and repulsion

forces in stars. Without the repulsion force due to radiation pressure, stars
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would not be stable and would collapse, which is indeed what happens once

their source of radiation is consumed. In this context, it is interesting to

note that some stars, called Cepheids, also present very regular oscillations,

which make them useful for calibration of distances in the universe. The in-

stabilities of Cepheids also find their driving mechanisms in the outer layer

of the system via the so-called κ-mechanism. In this case, the equilibrium

between radiation pressure expulsion and radial compression by gravity is

perturbed by a radial dependance of the ionization level of elements chang-

ing therefore the opacity (κ) of the system.172 Even though such stellar

systems are far more complex than a MOT, it is fascinating that the com-

bination of radiation pressure forces with compression forces can be studied

in laboratory experiments. We have for instance explored the potential of

driving the MOT below and above the self-induced instability or to use fast

CCDs allowing us to observe the evolution of the spatio-temporal structures

of a MOT. It should thus be possible to apply various theoretical tools and

analyzing methods to a simplified system such as a MOT, allowing a more

systematic study of specific properties of these complex models. One could

thus study theoretically and experimentally the impact of inelastic scatter-

ing in hot atomic vapors (leading to the above discussed Lévy flights) on

the radiation pressure force and its balance to compression forces. With

only few experimental systems available to study long-range interactions

in laboratory conditions, the use of laser-cooled atoms offer an interesting

testbed available in many laboratories.

4.3. Plasma physics with MOTs

These initial experiments have triggered a line of research, trying to es-

tablish in more detail the connection between the physics of long-range

interactions, plasma physics and multiple scattering in MOTs. In a more

general theoretical study,173 we have computed the scaling of the frequency

of the breathing mode of systems with interaction forces scaling as 1/rα.

Using a dynamical ansatz in the first equation of the Bogoliubov-Born-

Green-Kirkwood-Yvon hierarchy, we have treated a wide range of power-

law interactions and interaction strengths, at linear and nonlinear levels.

This allowed us to put in a common framework various results scattered

in the literature, and by widely generalizing these, to emphasize universal

characters of this breathing mode, which can be found in confined plasmas,

MOTs and Bose-Einstein condensates, colloidal particles, trapped ions and

astrophysical systems. We have obtained analytical results for the scaling
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laws, covering both attractive and repulsive, long and short range interac-

tions (Fig. 22). Direct numerical simulations have been used to validate

these analytical results.173 This study has been extended to include space

dependent friction and diffusion, indicating a transition from over- to un-

derdamped oscillations.174 These results show the potential of cold atomic

clouds for the study of long-range interacting systems. It will be interesting

to explore to what extend light-induced forces could, e.g., be used to realize

highly unstable regimes, reminiscent of a kind of optical induced turbulence,

which seems to be already included in numerical models (Fig. 21).169

Another approach is to use fluid equations as used in plasma physics.

This ansatz has been exploited in,175,176 using both fluid and kinetic equa-

tions to describe the collective oscillations in a cloud of neutral atoms con-

fined in a magneto-optical trap. The equations describing the evolution of

the atomic gas treated as a fluid are then:

∂n

∂t
+∇ · (nv) = 0, (26)

∂v

∂t
+ v · ∇v = −∇P

Mn
+

FT

M
, (27)

where n and v are the density and velocity field of the gas respectively, FT

the total force and P the gas pressure. In order to exploit this approach,
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one needs to assume the existence of an equation of state, which has not

been measured nor theoretically established by microscopic models. We

thus conjecture a relation relating the pressure P of the atomic gas to the

temperature T and density n given by an adiabatic equation of the form

P ∝ nγ . This approach allows us to derive a dispersion relation for the

plasma hybrid waves and eigenmodes of the system, extending the so-called

Tonks-Dattner resonances177,178 to our specific geometry. The dispersion

relation shows the presence of an acoustic mode for large wavevectors with a

crossover into electron-plasma-like wave for small wavevectors. The validity

of this dispersion relation could be verified in experiments by a convenient

modulation of the MOT and the detection of propagating waves from the

source of modulation. Another result of this analysis is the computation of

the excitation spectra and an analysis of the eigenmodes of the oscillations

of the systems. We have obtained the nodes of the eigenstates of the cloud

for different excitation energies.175 We thus perform a kind of seismology

of MOTs similar to asteroseismology.179

4.4. Opto-mechanical instabilities

So far we have only considered the action of multiply-scattered light onto

the motion of the atom. However, it is also possible to consider a feedback

of the motion of atoms onto the propagation of light. In cold atoms, such

a feedback scheme is typically considered for atomic clouds located in an

optical cavity, enhancing the coupling between the atoms and the light

mode.126,127,148,180,181 Only recently one experiment has observed opto-

mechanical instabilities in the absence of an external cavity.182 All these

experiments are based on the use of dipole forces and the propagation of

light is considered to be determined by diffraction of the field on the index

profile provide by the atoms. However different opto-mechanical coupling

schemes can be considered two regimes of light propagation (diffraction

or multiple scattering) and two types of forces (dipole force or radiation

pressure force) can be combined.

In astrophysical context, the propagation of light has been considered

by a fluid description, resulting in a set of two coupled-fluid equations: one

for the light and one for the matter. If the forces on the matter are strong

enough (such as close to extreme sources of radiation), even a hot cloud of

atoms is expected to be expelled by the extreme radiation. This leads to

regions void of matter, allowing the radiation to propagate freely. A simple

picture of this coupling is the presence of bubbles of light, from which
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the matter is expelled. Such so-called photon bubbles183–185 are another

example of the impact of radiation pressure in astrophysical systems. With

the advent of laser-cooled atoms, it is now possible to study the radiation

pressure forces in a large variety of regime. We have thus explored the

possibility of combining an equation for the propagation of light in the

multiple scattering limit with the radiation pressure forces on cold atoms.186

In the simplest model, we have used a diffusion equation for the propagation

of light and a fluid equation for the distribution of the atoms. The coupling

between these two equations is included in the diffusion equation in the fact

that the photon mean free path and thus the diffusion coefficient depends

on the atomic density. The fluid equation depends on the evolution of the

light field via the local intensity, which gives rise to the repulsion force

between the atoms (described by an effective charge in the fluid equation).

Using a linear stability ansatz, we have identified two types of photon

bubbles in cold atoms: oscillating bubbles and purely growing bubbles.186

We stress that this set of coupled equations gives rise to opto-mechanical

instabilities even in the limit of low light intensity, where the electronic

nonlinearity of the atomic response is not relevant. The nonlinearity is

provided by the mechanical response of the atoms changing the diffusion

coefficient for the propagation of light.

It is intriguing to notice that in our test particle model outlined

above,169 we had already observed spatio-temporal structures. However

this model assumed a spherical symmetry of the atomic density. It would

thus be interesting to extend this test particle model to 2 or 3 dimensions

and validate the possibility of photon bubbles in cold-atom clouds. An ex-

perimental observation of photon bubbles should also be possible. When

tuning the MOT parameters to regime deep inside the instability region,

we have observed complex spatio-temporal structures. Looking for photon

bubbles in this regime requires a more systematic study of these structures

and it might be possible to relate them to optically-induced turbulence.

4.5. Outlook

As outlined above the study of long range forces in cold atomic clouds al-

lows for qualitative new features to be explored. Despite the relative simple

experimental setup and the large number of predictions, only few system-

atic experiments have been conducted. Based on the expertise obtained

from experiments conducted in our group in Nice, we conjecture that sev-

eral of the predictions above should be possible to observe in cold-atom
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experiments. We can also outline a few promising directions, which deserve

further investigation.

First, the concept of long-range interacting systems could be extended

to the description of the internal degrees of freedom of the atoms. In this

work, we have focused on the external degrees of freedom (position and

momentum of the atoms), but in a different line of research, we have stud-

ied how global coupling between the atoms affect their internal degrees of

freedom (their polarizability): we have indeed found that such long-range

global coupling can drastically change the physics of light propagation in

disordered systems, to a point where phase transitions (such as Anderson

localization of light) need to be analyzed with a different approach.26 It

would for instance be interesting to see if the inequivalence between a micro-

canonical and a canonical description of the system would lead to different

phase transitions. The possibility of quasi-stationary states in long-range

interacting systems have been considered for gravitational interactions, but

not yet for resonant dipole interactions.

Concerning the relation to plasma physics, it would be interesting

to have a quantitative understanding of the differences and similari-

ties between the mechanisms of the “Seoul”,160–163 “Lille”164–166 and

“Nice”168–170 instabilities. Experiments comparing retroreflected and six-

beam geometry and analyzing the impact of a sub-Doppler MOT compo-

nent seem possible and should allow to solve some remaining controver-

sies.166

One important result would be the observation of the equivalent of a

Debye length of atoms in presence of long-range interactions. As in one-

component plasmas, we do indeed expect that atoms will repel each other

at short distances (leading to a kind of exclusion or Wigner-Seitz radius),

but at a larger scale atoms can organize themselves in a non-trivial ar-

rangement of positions, which a spatial correlation function described by a

Debye screening length λD. The observation of such Debye screening via,

e.g., diffraction of a probe beam, requires an excellent signal to noise ratio,

as only few atoms will be contained in a volume of λ3
D.

Also, the measurement of a dispersion relation of the atomic fluid could

be realized by a time-dependant perturbation of part of the atomic cloud.

Another promising project is to make use of dipole forces to induce re-

pulsive or attractive interatomic interactions. Such dipole forces are present

in a local speckle field but can also be obtained with low optical thick-

ness, realizing en equivalent of optical binding146,147 with cold atoms. Such

experiments can also be considered as light-induced pattern formation or
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self-organization of atoms, extending existing experiments148,182 into novel

regimes.

5. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented several experiments dealing with multiple

scattering of light in atomic vapors. This topic, on which our group in Nice

has been focussed for now 15 years, is richer than what has been presented

here. In particular, two important subjects have not been discussed. The

first one, that we extensively studied in the past (see the reviews187,188), is

the decoherence of the optical wave during the multiple-scattering process,

which can be probed by the coherent-backscattering effect. The second,

more recent subject, is the role of cooperative effects (such as Dicke super-

radiance and subradiance,189,190 single-photon superradiance,191 collective

Lamb shift192,193) on light-atom interaction, light transport in cold atoms

and disorder-induced localization effects (see, e.g., Refs.26,194–197). Possible

connections between such coherence effects and astrophysical observations

seem too premature and would need more thorough investigation.

The connections between astrophysical systems and the effects that we

discussed here, namely radiation trapping, Lévy flights, random lasing, and

long-range light-induced forces, would also need to be studied more deeply.

To this end, our purpose here is to stimulate more interdisciplinary ex-

change between research communities of cold atoms, plasma physics, long-

range interacting systems and astrophysics.

Finally, note that there are other astrophysical effects, not based on

multiple scattering of light, which can also be investigated using analo-

gies in cold-atom physics, such as neutron stars (using degenerate Fermi

gases),198 supernova (using unstable Bose-Einstein condensates with neg-

ative scattering length),199,200 Hawking radiation (using sound waves in

superfluid gases),201–203 and other general-relativity effects.204 Although

they are beyond the scope of this chapter, they also contribute to showing

that cold-atom physics and astrophysics can have much in common.
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